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QUESTION 1

A customer is migrating from TAM v6.1 running on AIX to IBM Security Access Manager (ISAM) V9.0 hardware
appliance. 

Which information form the TAM v6.1 environment will be useful in sizing the new ISAM V9.0 hardware configuration? 

A. WebSEAL request logs 

B. WebSEAL CDAS specifics 

C. Number of LDAP replicas 

D. Number of objects in the protected object space 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An IBM Security Access Manager V9.0 Reverse Proxy has a stateful junction to a Portal application called "/wps" There
is no web server in front of Portal. This junction has three Portal servers defined behind it. The Portal team needs to do
maintenance on each of the three servers. The team wants to accomplish with least impact to end users. 

Which pdadmin "server task" based steps will accomplish this? 

A. Stop a server, have Portal team apply maintenance, bring server online-repeat for the other two servers. 

B. Delete a server, have Portal team apply maintenance then add server back-repeat for the other two servers. 

C. Take a server offline, have Portal team apply maintenance, bring server online- repeat for the other two servers. 

D. Throttle a server, ensure activity has ceased for that server, have Portal team apply maintenance, bring server online-
repeat for the other two servers. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

An Access Manager environment utilizing failover coolies was recently upgraded from TAM 6.1.1 to IBM Security
Access MANAGER (ISAM) V9.0. The deployment professional wants to take advantage of the Distributed Session
Cache. 

What are two advantages of the DSC verses failover coolies? (Choose two.) 

A. Utilizes SHA2 encryption keys 

B. Central administration of sessions 

C. Concurrent session policy enforcement 

D. Additional session cookie increasing security 
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E. Extra attributes passed in the session cookie 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

Which task should an IBM Security Access Manager V9.0 deployment professional perform prior to sharing the support
files with other stakeholders? 

A. Generate A MD5 hash of the support file\\'s filename 

B. Use an archiving utility to compress the support file 

C. Inspect the contents of the support file and censor any confidential information 

D. Delete all the log files from the support file because they are not useful to the stakeholders 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A deployment professional attempts to log into an appliance which is part of a cluster to run pdadmin commands and
receives the following message: 

pdadmin> login-a sec_master –p password 2016-03-03-02:04:38:.683-06:001 ---0x1354A420 pdadmin ERROR ivc
socket mtsclient.cpp 2376 0x7fc2b7b0c720 HPDCO1056E Could not connect to the server 192.168.254.11, on port
7135. Error: Could not connect to the server. (status 0x1354a426) 

What should the deployment professional check concerning the login target? 

A. Login was attempted on a special node 

B. Login was attempted on a restricted node 

C. Login was attempted on a secondary master that has not been promoted to the primary 

D. Login was attempted on a non-primary master of a cluster and the primary policy server is down. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer requirement stipulates the use of a second factor authentication to access certain resources. 

Which two policy constructs cab be used to implement two-factor authentication using IBM Security Access Manager
V9.0 Advanced Access Control? (Choose two.) 

A. Permit 
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B. Deny with Obligation 

C. Permit with Obligation 

D. Permit with Authentication 

E. Permit with Risk Based Access 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 7

The appliance dashboard Reverse Proxy Health widget indicates a problem with the /snoop junction on the Test
instance. 

Which log file can be examined to find product errors? 

A. agent.log 

B. referer.log 

C. request.log 

D. msg_webseald-test.log 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A customer has an IBM Security Access Manager V9.0 appliance cluster spanning two data centers A and 

B. Data center A has the Primary Master and two Restricted nodes. Data center B has a Secondary Master 

and two Restricted Nodes. 

A Load Balancer with redundancy across data centers provides sticky load balancing to reverse proxies in 

both data centers. 

What is true if a disaster recovery testing scenario takes down all appliances in data center A? 

A. The Secondary Master will automatically be promoted to Primary Master 

B. Reverse Proxies in Data Center B will service all end-users with no intervention 

C. The Secondary Master has to be promoted to Primary for Data Center B to service end-users 

D. Reverse Proxies in Data Center B need to be recycled sequentially to handle users assigned Data Center A reverse
proxies. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 9

IBM Security Access Manager (ISAM) V.90 provides an External Authentication Interface (EAI) that enables the
extension of the authentication process for WebSEAL. The identity information returned by the EAI service is used to
generate user credentials. This can be used as one of the methods to implement step-up authentication. 

How is this authentication information returned from the EAI server? 

A. HTTP headers 

B. HTTP parameters 

C. [step-up] stanza 

D. [authentication-levels] stanza 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A deployment professional needs to update the certificate used by the LMI. 

Which steps should the deployment professional follow to complete this task? 

A. Navigate in the LMI to manage system settings -> Management SSL Certificate -> Upload p12 file 

B. Navigate in the LMI to manage system settings -> Management SSL Certificate -> Request New Certificate from CA 

C. Navigate in the LMI to manage system settings -> Management SSL Certificate -> Update rt_profile_keys key file 

D. Navigate in the LMI to manage system settings -> Management Authorization -> Update rt_profile_keys key file 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A deployment professional has configured SNMP on all IBM Security Access Manager V9.0 appliances and is using the
agentless adapter from Tivoli Monitoring to pull OS level CPU, Memory, Disk and Processes information. 

Which alert can be setup in Tivoli Monitoring based on the data extracted? 

A. Alert when reverse proxy is not running 

B. Alert when reverse proxy log file size exceeds 1GB 

C. Alert on junction level response times higher than 1 second 

D. Alert when hard/soft limits are reached on a reverse proxy 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 12

An IBM Security Access Manager V9.0 deployment professional wants to shut down one of two restricted appliances in
a cluster configured with Distributed Session Cache running reverse proxies for maintenance, and then repeat for the
other. A load balancer directs traffic to reverse proxies on the two appliances with stickiness enabled. 

What will allow for a graceful shutdown without any impact to end-users? 

A. Remove appliance from the cluster for maintenance. 

B. Stop all reverse proxies on one appliance one after the other. 

C. Drain traffic on the load balancer to one appliance and take it offline. 

D. Execute junction throttle operation on the appliance to be taken offline. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

An IBM Security Access Manager V9.0 deployment professional is charged with monitoring request response times
from WebSEAL to the backend. The deployment professional wants the flexibility to see response times per request, per
junction, per HTTP return code, or other criteria that may come up in the future. 

What action will generate the required data for this analysis? 

A. Customize the request.log to include response times 

B. Run pdadmin "stats get pdweb.jct" on all junctions on a regular basis 

C. Run pdadmin stats get pdweb.https" and "stats get pdweb.http" on a regular basis 

D. Write a REST API script to pull "application interface statistics" on a regular basis 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

A customer has three LDAP servers: A master (ds1.example.com), another master (ds2.example com) and a read-only
replica (ds3.example.com) used for the IBM Security Access Manager (ISAM) V9.0. The deployment professional has
configured the ISAM runtime using ds1.example.com as the registration server. 

Which configuration will provide load balancing for LDAP read across all three servers and failover to ds2.example.com
for LDAP write? 

A. replica= ds2.example.com, 389, readonly,5 replica= ds3.example.com, 389, readonly,5 replica= ds2.example.com,
389, readwrite,6 

B. replica= ds1.example.com, 389, readonly,6 replica= ds2.example.com, 389, readonly,6 replica= ds3.example.com,
389, readonly,6 replica= ds2.example.com, 389, readwrite,4 

C. replica= ds1.example.com, 389, readonly,4 replica= ds2.example.com, 389, readonly,4 replica= ds3.example.com,
389, readonly,4 replica= ds2.example.com, 389, readwrite,6 
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D. replica= ds1.example.com, 389, readonly,1 replica= ds2.example.com, 389, readonly,2 replica= ds3.example.com,
389, readonly,3 replica= ds2.example.com, 389, readwrite,4 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

During testing of an application the deployment professional is receiving frequent alerts about high disk utilization. 

What action can be taken to resolve this issue? 

A. Enable log rotation and compression 

B. Resize the virtual disk and extend the active partition 

C. Configure the appliance to store log and trace to a remote server 

D. Enable the appliance background scheduler to clear unused log and trace files on a periodic basis. 

Correct Answer: C 
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